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Caverion provides technical maintenance of DNA’s equipment bays

Caverion has signed an agreement with DNA Oy on the building systems technical maintenance of DNA’s equipment bays. The three-year
contract is a continuation to the current cooperation, and it covers approximately 160 of DNA’s extensive and critical equipment bays all
over Finland.

“Equipment bays and data centres play a critical role in DNA’s network and service production. The services of DNA’s more than 3.5 million
subscriber clients are produced in these facilities. This is why it is important to have a reliable and high-quality partner like Caverion taking
care and monitoring our data centre environment,” says Tommy Olenius, Senior Vice President, Technology at DNA.

Caverion is responsible for the technical maintenance, managed services and advisory services of the equipment bays’ heating and
sanitation, ventilation and air conditioning, cooling, electricity, information and communication services, security and safety, and automation
systems.

“We are glad to see our cooperation continuing. As a nation-wide player, we are close to our clients all over Finland. In large and critical
equipment bays, it is especially important to ensure electricity distribution and maintaining the necessary environment in the facilities in any
situation. We utilise versatile technology and our life cycle concept in managing the buildings and processes and controlling the
environmental parameters,” says Raimo Ojanen, Vice President at Caverion.

The agreement will come into force at the start of March. The value of the agreement is not disclosed.

DNA belongs to Caverion’s real estate users client segment.

For further information, please contact:

Kirsi Hemmilä, Communications Manager, Caverion Finland, tel. +358 50 390 0941, kirsi.hemmila@caverion.fi

DNA’s communications, tel. +358 44 044 8000, viestinta@dna.fi

DNA Ltd is a Finnish telecommunications group providing high-quality voice, data and TV services for communication, entertainment and working. DNA is
Finland’s largest cable operator and the leading pay TV provider in both the cable and terrestrial networks. For DNA, the key area for growth in the
Corporate Business is the new way of working, independent of time and place, facilitated by smart mobile devices, diverse communication services and
rapid connections. In 2014, DNA recorded a turnover of EUR 831.5 million and an operating profit of EUR 25.6 million. DNA Ltd has more than 3.5 million
mobile communications and fixed network customer subscriptions. The Group also includes DNA Store, Finland’s largest retail chain selling mobile
phones. For more information, please visit www.dna.fi, Twitter @DNA_fi and Facebook.


